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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Despite controlling vast quantities of spending power, there’s a noticeable absence of women 
in the creative departments of advertising agencies. Much of the research and conversation on the 
topic has focused on how women should adapt to attain success, or how advertising agencies can 
better accommodate women’s needs through human resource policies.  
This research looks at the issue from a new perspective, asking the question: How do women 
who have experience working in advertising or branding agency creative departments, in traditionally 
defined creative roles, personally define professional success? 
Through an analysis of advertising agency’s creative job posting content, in-depth interviews 
and a survey of women in creative roles, and a review of the existing body of knowledge on the 
subject research, this research identified the following findings: 
• Success is not exclusive to the hierarchical pinnacle of one’s career 
• Women attributed success nearly equally to both their personal talent and their surrounding 
community 
• Women and creative departments evaluate professional success differently 
• Junior women measure success subjectively while women in leadership measure their success 
objectively 
• Agency recruitment postings don’t appeal to what women want in a job  
• Women help women succeed 
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INTRODUCTION 
A reasonable goal of any advertising campaign is to share a brand’s message in a meaningful 
way to its target consumer, and in doing so, compel the target consumer to take action in a way that 
aligns with the brand’s objectives. For example, when a brand wants to increase the frequency of 
purchase of a certain product amongst a targeted group of people, the brand runs an advertising 
campaign; with the appropriate message and delivery, the campaign can compel this targeted group 
to go to the store and buy the product.  
But motivating the masses to change or adopt new behaviors isn’t easy. Whatever the 
message or desired consumer behavior, effectiveness comes down to delivery of the message: enter 
creativity. 
Advertisers attempt to make a meaningful connection with a consumer through a creative 
execution. Key to this process is the idea of relevance – in order for a brand to deliver a message, the 
message must be framed creatively in a way that is relevant, understandable, and motivating to a 
consumer. By framed, this study means the presentation of the message, both in its literal form (the ad 
itself) and the delivery channel.  
Often times, advertisers mirror a consumer’s world to achieve “relevant” and “understandable” 
components of a successful message frame.  Advertising becomes a reflection of a society or of a 
community’s culture. The portrayal of any given subject in an advertising communication projects a 
subject or subjects’ primary role, responsibilities and expected behavior(s) in said society or 
community. Advertisers do this to increase the credibility of their messages because it makes 
consumers more comfortable – it demonstrates the advertiser understands the consumer’s needs, 
wants, values and lifestyle, which ultimately makes the motivating message more credible. 
But here’s when problems arise; advertising is a reflection of a culture, as interpreted by a 
small group of people – the advertisers themselves.  
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One could argue talent in a creative department is defined as the ability to creatively frame 
brand messages across different types of communities. The ability to craft communications to people 
different from oneself is a highly desirable gift.  
This is difficult process. Similar to the learning of a foreign language, the ability to “speak” to 
an unfamiliar community takes time. And in the fast-paced world of advertising, time is simply too 
costly.  So, to help equip creative teams with the necessary tools to understand their audiences, 
agencies have developed research and strategy departments. Part of their role is to help a creative 
team understand and then successfully develop creative executions that are relevant, understandable, 
and motivating. They do this through consumer research initiatives; while every agency may do this 
differently, the ultimate goal is to always understand the perspective of the consumer on many or all 
issues related to an advertiser’s brand. Brand tracking studies, focus groups, advertising copy testing, 
consumer trend analysis, shop along studies, consumer journaling… advertising research and strategy 
departments do everything to get into the hearts and minds of their target consumer to look for 
opportunities for brands to exploit.  
Even with all this time and attention, something isn’t quite working. One study conducted in 
2010 found that U.S. advertising portrayed women as professionals in only 5.4 percent of ads, 
whereas men were portrayed as professionals almost three times as often. And when housekeeping 
was involved, women were depicted in 32.4 percent of ads in housekeeping roles, compared to men, 
who showed up in only 1.4 percent of the ads (Paek, 2011). These portrayals are not reflective of roles 
in today’s society. For instance, 40.4 percent of mothers in the United States are either the sole or 
primary providers for their households (Wang, 2013). In 2010, women represented 47 percent of the 
workforce, according to the U.S. Department of Labor’s report, “Women in the Labor Force in 2010.” 
As agencies continuously work to empower the few that dictate cultural expectations to the 
masses, the same research that serves to inform agencies has also highlighted a disturbing trend: 
despite accounting for nearly 80 percent of consumer spending globally—nearly $20 trillion 
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(O'Donnell, 2011)—women are incredibly underrepresented in advertising agency creative 
departments. 
• According to a 2009 survey of the Standard Directory of Advertising Agencies, of the 249 
creative executives in U.S. advertising agencies, only 35 were women (Mallia, 2009).  
• An estimated 3 percent of U.S. creative directors are women (Mallia, 2009). 
This can be a major problem for the bottom line of advertising agencies. Kat Gordon, founder 
of the 3% Conference, famously said “I worked at Hal Riney and watched my agency pitch the Saab 
car account with 17 men and 1 woman and then scratch their heads when they didn’t get the 
business” (Thomas, 2012). Certainly, being a man doesn’t mean you can’t create successful creative 
aimed at women.  But as it turns out, diverse teams tend to outperform homogenous teams of the 
same ability (Hong, 2004). While this study primarily focused on how diversity of thinking affects 
performance, the lead researcher of the study said this:  
“Two people can look quite different and think similarly. Having said that, there’s certainly a lot 
of evidence that people’s identity groups — ethnic, racial, sexual, age — matter when it comes to 
diversity in thinking” (Dreifus, 2008). 
Today, the issue of women’s representation in creative departments is discussed topically 
using three constructs: 
1. How working styles and career needs between men and women differ 
For example: In 2013, the Interpublic Group conducted an agency diversity survey of all 
advertising agencies within its group. As part of the findings, one woman had this to say 
about the issue of women in creative departments, generally: “If you get a woman and man 
to talk about the same proposal, the man will make it seem like the best thing ever, but the 
woman will talk about it in a much more balanced way” (Liesse, 2013). 
2. How women can change their behavior to find success  
An example of this is the premise of Sheryl Sandberg’s “Lean In,” much of which is 
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dedicated to challenging women to operate within an existing environment (Sandberg, 
2013). 
3. How advertising is a complicated career for mothers, and how difficult it can be for them to 
find success in the industry 
This discussion assumes the needs of motherhood directly conflict with the traditional 
demands of creative roles. This construct is exemplified in the article:  Creativity knows no 
gender, but agency creative departments sure do: Why motherhood and creative directing 
don’t mix. Author Karen Mallia writes: 
“As the second wave of feminism proved, you can't have it all. So sacrifices are 
made. For some, that's the agency career. For others, that's children. Years ago, McCann 
Erickson, New York, Chairman Nina DiSesa directly said, "I wouldn't have this job if I had 
kids" (Mallia, 2009). 
This research leaves aside both of those constructs and pursues a different angle. Previous 
research has examined why women in creative roles in creative departments leave advertising. No 
previous research has examined how they find success. In other words, it’s known why women do not 
rise the ranks of creative department hierarchy. What’s unknown is how they want to succeed. 
RESEARCH QUESTION 
How do women who have experience working in advertising or branding agency creative 
departments, in traditionally defined creative roles, personally define professional success? 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
Women’s Career Paths 
Women encounter a unique set of challenges in the professional setting when it comes to 
achieving success. According to Karen Mallia in her examination of the lack of women creative 
directors: 
“Despite entering the workforce with similar credentials and expectations, men's and women's 
corporate experience and career paths soon diverge. The gender-role hypothesis suggests that female 
authority is questioned because it violates traditional gender-role assignments [(Rudman, 2000)]. Women 
face discrimination in perceptions of leadership, and researchers suggest women who are mothers face 
even greater discrimination [(Fuegen, 2004)]. Parental status influences perceptions of job-related 
competence. Not only are mothers judged more harshly in the workplace, but fathers are judged 
more leniently” [(Fuegen, 2004)]” (Mallia, 2009). 
 
Generally speaking, women’s career paths are defined by the shifting of priorities between their 
relationships with the work domain and the personal domain over time (Powell, 1992). This path is in 
direct conflict with what’s been termed the  “White Competitive Male model,” which evolved out of the 
1950s and 1960s middle class climate where men were typecast as breadwinners and women’s 
expected role was caring for the home and children. This is characterized by a workplace that has a 
strong preference or emphasis on the following:  
• Professional experience that is continuous and linear (Hewlett, 2007). 
• Full-time employment with physical office presence 10+ hours daily (Hewlett, 2007). 
• Career success is defined by one’s thirties: “an ambitious professional either ‘catches a wave’ 
or doesn’t” (Hewlett, 2007). 
• Belief or expectation that salary or compensation motivates professional workers (Hewlett, 
2007). 
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According to this same research, survey data shows this disrupts large numbers of talented 
women’s career paths, because it doesn’t align with their experience. For example: Two-thirds of the 
highly qualified women have discontinuous or non-linear careers.  Thirty-six percent of highly qualified 
women say they have worked part-time for some period of time as a strategy to balance work and 
personal life (Hewlett, 2007). 
Prepared for Promotion 
In her focus groups, S. A. Hewlett revealed that many professional women wanted to “stay 
below the radar” at their workplace. While they wanted to do their work well, they didn’t want their 
work to shine because they wanted to avoid the risk of promotion. Yet, the participants in her study 
felt that it would reflect poorly if they declined a promotion offer (Hewlett, 2007).  
But why would a woman decline a promotion? There is an entire body of research dedicated to 
this topic. In summary, men overestimate their abilities and performance, while women underestimate 
them. In an article in The Atlantic in April 2014, “The Confidence Gap,” researchers Kitty Kay and 
Claire Shipman revealed:  
“We were reminded of something Hewlett-Packard discovered several years ago, when it was 
trying to figure out how to get more women into top management positions. A review of personnel records 
found that women working at HP applied for a promotion only when they believed they met 100 percent of 
the qualifications listed for the job. Men were happy to apply when they thought they could meet 
60 percent of the job requirements” (Thomas, 2012). 
Success, Male vs. Female managers 
Limited research on the topic has identified several key differences of how men and women 
define professional success. In a British study of professional managers, researchers found that 
equivocating success with compensation and hierarchical position does not align with how women 
managers “define career success for themselves” (Sturges, 1999). In addition, the women subjects 
were more likely to describe internal criteria as primary considerations for their success (Sturges, 
1999). For them, success was not about hierarchy, and respondents said they wouldn’t sacrifice a job 
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they enjoyed simply for an elevation of status. Rather, they’d prefer to move for more influence or for 
work that was more interesting. And these women spoke of career success more broadly then the 
men in the study. The women viewed success in terms of their whole lives, with career success as just 
a piece of that pie. This was often expressed through the topic of balance: the women managers often 
spoke to a desire to succeed in the non-career parts of their lives (Sturges, 1999). 
Why women leave advertising agency creative departments 
One qualitative study aimed at increasing the understanding around why there aren’t more 
women creative directors identified a laundry list of factors that push women out of creative 
departments or prevent them from obtaining leadership roles. In her work, Karen Mallia categorized 
her findings into six overarching groups: (1) cultural factors; (2) management, organizational behavior 
and communication; (3) the nature of the advertising business; (4) the culture of creative department 
and job-specific factors; (5) politics, self-promotion and leadership, and lastly, (6) personal factors 
including motherhood (Mallia, 2009). 
 Many of the specific factors identified by Mallia are applicable outside to professional women 
generally, and have already been discussed in this review. However, through Mallia’s 18 interviews 
with successful creative directors, this research discusses four of Mallia’s factors that are most 
relevant for this study. 
Pervasive subculture of sexism in creative departments 
Mallia’s interviewees spoke to what Mallia called “a deeply rooted masculine culture” of 
advertising agencies and specifically of creative departments. One of her subjects summed up these 
“laddish” environments best:  
"…I have a whole creative department full of boys—men….Usually at the end of the 
day…[they] start knocking things around and throwing things and pop open a beer…and that's 
definitely not female” (Mallia, 2009).   
Personally all-consuming nature of creative roles 
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Producing creative work is demanding, and according Mallia’s research, all-consuming and 
often personally draining. “No one but you can do it,” said one subject. The development of creative is 
much less a tangible: it’s not a step-by-step process, and women in both Mallia’s research and this 
study pointed to a need for inspiration or thinking beyond the 9am to 5pm workday to truly develop a 
meaningful piece of creative work (Mallia, 2009). 
The subjective nature of creativity 
Mallia’s research pointed to the problem of homogeneity in creative departments.  
"It's more subjective in terms of how the work is judged and how merit is given,” said one 
creative director. In the Interpublic Group’s diversity survey, one woman mentioned said “In 
advertising, creative is often as much about selling the idea as it is about the idea itself” (Liesse, 2013). 
The lack of objective methods of judgment for creative work makes hiring and promotion in 
creative departments often contingent on perceptions, rather than on the work product itself. The 
women in Mallia’s study generally agreed that  “being hired and promoted in creative is contingent on 
being perceived as highly talented and better than one's peers” (Mallia, 2009).  
 This is compounded by the fact that when external creative evaluations are made for industry 
award shows, men dominate the judge and jury population. For example, the prestigious Cannes 
Lions featured a 71 percent male jury for 2014 (Cannes Lions, 2014). And it was only in 2014 where 
both genders received equal representation at the Clios (Weissman, 2014). In 2013, the show had 10 
juries led by 10 men, with a mere 16 women of the total 69 jurors (Lippert, 2013). 
Market for freelancing 
Women in creative roles within agency creative departments are not bound to advertising 
agencies. The current market and economy allows for plenty of freelance or contract opportunities, 
allowing these women to bypass agencies altogether. In other words, if women find advertising 
agencies unsatisfactory, they can leave and still support themselves with the same expertise (Mallia, 
2009).   The flexibility allowed by the current economy is, according to the findings of Interpublic 
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Group, the number one most sought after corporate policy by women who participated in the survey, 
with sixty-eight percent of female respondents indicating such policies would increase gender 
diversity (Liesse, 2013). 
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METHODS AND DATA COLLECTION 
In-Depth Interviews: 
This study interviewed five women to both inform the survey structure and to give context to 
the survey’s results. All located in Minneapolis, MN, these women were current or former colleagues of 
the author, and were interviewed throughout the spring of 2014.  Their position and experiences are as 
follows: 
• C1: Junior Writer, 1 year experience 
• C2: Junior Art Director, 2 years experience 
• C3: Former Writer, 7 years experience 
• C4: Designer, 8 years experience 
• C5: Senior Designer, 12 years experience 
• C6: Creative Director, 13 years experience 
• C7: Creative Director, 20 years experience 
Survey: 
A survey was conducted to gather the experiences and opinions on success in creative 
departments from a wide group of women with a range of experience. The survey was open from April 
5, 2014 – July 23, 2014, and participants’ names and positions were kept confidential.  To incentivize 
participation, 3 participants would be randomly chosen to receive a $50 Target giftcard.  
Survey Participant Criteria: 
A survey screener attached to the primary survey ensured only individuals that met the following 
criteria could participate. 
• Participant must classify herself as a female. 
• Participant must be currently working in or have previously worked in an advertising agency 
creative department. 
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o To survey participants, the following was used to identify a definition of an advertising 
agency creative department: “A group of individuals with creative roles who work within 
an agency that performs services in the form of creative work for clients. The agency 
can be specialized and specific to advertising, design, branding, digital, social media, or 
general communications. The agency is a separate entity from the clients it serves. If 
you perform(ed) freelance or contract work for an agency that fits the above 
description, this research considers you to have experience within a creative 
department. For the sake of this study, "in-house" creative departments do NOT meet 
this study's definition of an agency creative department.” 
• Participant must have performed work in an advertising agency as defined above in a 
traditionally defined creative capacity. 
o At any hierarchal level, roles that fit this description were defined in the survey for 
participants as follows: Art Director; Writer/Copywriter; Creative Director; Designer; 
Design Director; Chief Creative Officer; Creative Artist; Illustrator; Interactive Art 
Director; or “Other.” When a participant identified “Other,” a case-by-case approach 
was used to identify whether or not the participant’s role qualified under the above 
definition. 
Survey Procedure  
The survey was designed using the SurveyMonkey platform. To recruit participants, a research 
request was posted to three targeted LinkedIn Groups where a large proportion of group members 
were women who fit the criteria to participate. Specifically, the groups where postings occurred were 
MPLS Mad Women, Women in Creative Services, and Advertising Women of New York. The following 
message was posted to each group:   
“’They're just hard to hire.’ - said almost every agency, ever.  
I'm sure it's tough. But I want to help fix it.  
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That's why I dedicated my master's program research to shed a little light onto the 
question: How do women, working in creative roles within agency creative departments, 
define success? 
What does it look and feel like? Does it have any implications for how agencies recruit, 
or better yet, construct creative environments that best set women up for success?  
If you or someone you know is a woman and has worked in a creative department, 
check out the link and take a super-quick survey, 
here: https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/2PXKZR2 
***This is 100% an academic endeavor, unrelated to and unaffiliated with my current or 
previous employers. Findings, opinions, and recommendations are my own, not my 
employer's. 
Have a question? Want the findings later this summer? Just want to talk about the 
project? I'm happy to share. Shoot me an email: meredith.engelen@gmail.com, or a 
note on Linkedin.  
Thank you! 
-Meredith” 
Creative Recruitment Posting Collection 
 The role summaries of job postings for writers, designers, art directors, and creative 
directors of any level, on both Linkedin and advertising agency websites were collected on two 
dates: 5/24/2014 and 6/11/2014, which resulted in a total of 46 postings. The purpose of this 
data collection was to understand the general techniques used to attract applicants, articulate 
the responsibilities of the roles, and help an applicant understand the qualifications desired by 
the agency for applicants for the role. In effect, comparing the summaries from each post 
illuminates trends in the way advertising agencies pitch creative department recruits. Each post 
had to meet the following specifications in order to qualify for analysis: 
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• The company advertising the position must be a full-service advertising agency 
• The position must be within a creative department at an advertising agency 
• The position must be for a writer/copywriter, art director, creative director, or designer 
at any level 
• The position must not be a specialty position (healthcare-specific writer, etc.) 
The sum of the postings had to reflect a diversity of geographic locations, and sizes of 
agencies, though was limited by what was available.  
 The content of the job posting analyzed was the summary section of the post, not the 
entire post itself. For example, following a brief description of the agency and the role, bulleted 
lists of specific responsibilities or qualifications were not included.  
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RESULTS 
Qualitative Interviews 
To give context to the survey structure, this study conducted hour long in-depth interviews 
with seven women in creative roles. The interviewees were told their identities would be kept 
confidential. 
C1: Junior Writer, 1 year experience 
C1’s indicated her primary focus was to find her own voice as a writer. Often, this journey was 
defined by balancing success in both her personal and professional domains.  
“The creative juices don’t stop when other things are going on [in your life]. Life outside of work 
needs to be fixed before I do good work. It’s necessary for me to be able to think.” 
In addition, she felt acknowledgement from her teams was crucial to her future success and 
growth as a writer, as was recognition from coworkers.  
“I want to write something no one can say ‘no’ to.”  
C1 was reflected a deep emotional investment in her work. She called her field “substantial and 
meaningful,” and that she produces better work when she’s vulnerable, because it allows her to better 
connect with her creativity and to the people to whom she’s crafting a message. 
C2: Junior Art Director, 2 years experience 
 C2 explained her passion, drive, and competitiveness. She talked of ambition and the desire to 
find work that was both fulfilling and well-regarded. To achieve, she competes with herself. She also 
allows herself as she said, “to put my heart on the line.” C2 said it was “essential to put yourself out 
there” in order to create confidence. She also said that for her to improve and be a better art director, 
she had to be challenged. 
“I want to surround myself with people who are better than me to keep me being challenged.”  
 She feared not being challenged. In her interview, she indicated complacency was an easy way 
to lose her job. But to be successful, constantly challenging oneself was crucial. 
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C3: Former Writer, 7 years experience 
C3 spent 7 years as a writer at three different advertising agencies. With her passion for 
language and writing, C3 found herself attracted to the field of copywriting.  
When starting out, one of the biggest challenges she faced was simply understanding her role. 
“I had no clue what my job would be or what the expectations were. How you deal with that 
depends on your personality. It can be paralyzing…terrifying…or invigorating.” 
To compensate for a lack of experience, C3 maintained a strong work ethic. She and her 
agency partner, a junior art director, made a commitment that they “would never get outworked.” 
Putting in extra time and energy, even in situations where it was clearly not needed, was a visible 
commitment to those to the department that they would always over-deliver, and as a result, be 
desirable to work with. 
C3 indicated how important it was for her to feel needed on a team or in a meeting. She found 
success when “you don’t have to justify why you are in the room anymore. I’m not another warm 
body. The work, the relationships, the trust, the vision, the respect…those things don’t create 
themselves.” 
She also touched on a topic that, while not the immediate focus of this research, is 
nonetheless an important and relevant observation. C3 felt that in most creative departments she 
worked in, she had to conform to “fit in.” The male-dominated culture of several departments forced 
her to toe the line with who she felt she embodied as a person, and who a creative department wanted 
her to be – after all, she didn’t want to get “iced out.” As she gained more experience, she felt more 
comfortable being herself. 
“In the beginning, acceptance was important. How do I make this dude or boy or club laugh...I 
was navigating who I am versus who I am at work. I had to reconcile the differences. Fortunately, 
those are so much closer together today.” 
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C3’s measure of her professional success was “making myself indispensable to people” and 
recognition from peers. She mentioned that this has changed slightly over the years. As a junior writer, 
she wanted to ensure she was always helping, and “not being reprimanded, not laughed at.” As she 
gained more experience, her definition shifted to driving creative work and leading teams.  
C4: Designer, 8 years experience 
After graduating design school and entering into her first job in a creative department, C4 
found herself moving from an environment of an equal gender ratio, to one that was male dominated. 
“I actually had a coworker tell me once ‘you’re a good designer, for a girl.’ I had no idea how to 
respond. I was shocked.” 
C4 felt that one of her major strengths was her ability to work with, as she called them, 
“difficult people.” These were individuals C4’s coworkers described as difficult to work with. However, 
she found herself succeeding where others had failed; she worked successfully with many different 
personality types.  
Yet, C4 said she felt her working style wasn’t valued. She was quieter, and responded better to 
a positive and nurturing environment. However, it made her uncomfortable when the agency put her in 
the position of constantly presenting and defending her work. 
“There was so much negativity and critical feedback. I found myself working not for what the 
client or project needed, but toward what our [creative leader] wanted.” 
C4 recently left the agency world to pursue a freelance design. She mentioned that for her, it 
was fulfilling to be on her own.  
C5: Senior Designer, 12 years experience 
C5 is a senior designer who’s worked for some of the most culturally revered brands in the 
country. Yet, after working in both advertising agency creative departments, in-house design shops, 
and freelancing, C5 started her own company with a partner. She was dissatisfied with how creative 
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departments were generally run.  In particular, she felt not all working styles were appreciated, even 
though the creative outcomes were equal in talent and in value. 
“Collaboration happens in many different ways. I felt as though more aggressive styles were 
valued over quiet voices.”    
Additionally, options and flexibility were key elements necessary for C5. She was driven to start 
her own business in part because she was felt her previous employers had not worked to 
accommodate her needs. Often, she found, she was not offered options that allowed her to serve the 
role of a mother to a young child. The pressure to be in the physical office did not align with both her 
perceived duties of motherhood and her working style. 
“I can multitask. I work fast. I’ll get the work done, and I’ll show up. But logging hours for the 
sake of hours doesn’t make sense to me.” 
C5 reflected on how she is more comfortable exceeding expectations, rather than meeting 
them. She wants to not only ensure that her work accomplished its job, but that she would 
continuously over-perform. 
C6: Creative Director, 13 years experience 
When C6 first began her career, she recalled, “being heard was everything.” She mentioned 
the challenge of her first job, where she felt though she was doing good work, she wasn’t being taken 
seriously. She credited her first big break with the introduction of a new executive creative director at 
her first agency, who changed the department so that every creative worked on every client. The 
guiding belief was “may the best idea win.” It was at this point when C6’s work started to get noticed. 
She had finally achieved the respect of her coworkers because she outperformed other people on an 
equal playing field. 
Over time, C6 mentioned her beliefs on motherhood have changed: “Five years ago, I thought 
having kids was a detriment. No way I wanted to suspend my life. I thought it would weaken my 
creativity.” But today, she’s heard enough perspectives that she’s changed her mind: “kids can be a 
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necessary ingredient to make me better [at what I do].” With the intensity surrounding her creative 
process (she said when she is concepting for a creative project, she can’t see anything else around 
her), that children can represent a mental diversion, which can often spark a stronger idea through the 
lens of fresh eyes.  
When asked about the hierarchical movement of her female peers in advertising agency 
creative departments, she commented that title doesn’t always equate a success.  
“[For some women I’ve worked with] The way they ascended was a failure. They had the 
ability, the drive, the track record… but they knew how to play the boss’s game and used other tactic 
that weren’t of merit.”  
On the other hand, some of her peers found success staying at one level, and not advancing 
via a traditional hierarchy.  
“I know some women stayed [at one level] or freelanced because their idea of success has 
changed. They’ve recalibrated the idea of success as not about achieving the title or the pay. Some 
are artists who just want to make stuff, so they passed on opportunities… it’s respectable.” 
C7: Creative Director, 20 years experience 
Over twenty years, C7 has worked for some of the most well-known agencies in the country, 
with high-profile clients and on major award-winning campaigns.   
But she had to start from somewhere.  
For C7, it was all about standing out. She felt she doubly challenged when it came to getting a 
job at a hot agency; she had to overcome both a lack of high-profile experience, and break the mold 
of the traditional creative. Both were challenges conquered by her tenacity and creativity.  
Yet for C7, the challenges didn’t stop there.  
“I’ve had to fight the whole way,” she recalled. “I had to overcome a lot of challenges, even 
after I’d won awards.”  
 Despite her perceived success, she felt she was held to a different standard.  
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“I was accused of ‘piggybacking’ because of my [limited experience]. One colleague compared 
me to Ringo Star—in the right place at the right time. I had to keep proving myself.”  
C7 thought mentorship would have been helpful to her at the start of her career. Instead, she 
had a more passive mentorship experience.  
“I was like a sponge to [the agency founder] and other senior creatives. I followed their 
example.” 
 Now in a leadership role and a mentor herself, she has a more active approach. 
“I help to lead and guide. I try to teach [less experienced creatives] about what it means to have an 
idea versus an execution…these conversations are often specific to an assignment. I help them 
understand why this failed, or that worked.” 
When asked about her personal definition of success, C7 listed “effectiveness of the work, 
helping our clients, and work that is recognized by my peers and in award shows.” However, she 
qualified her answer, identifying “amazing ideas” as the ultimate goal, because those items she listed 
previously would follow smart work.  
C7 firmly reiterated her focus on the development of impactful creative ideas as her primary 
pursuit. But those ideas, she said, are fostered in a certain type of culture. 
“You have to feel like ‘we’re all in this together.’ It has to be collaborative—not a democracy, 
but open…It’s a current, which takes you along, makes everyone better, and makes people happy.”  
Yet, C7 stated that she believes “there’s a lot lip service in the industry to the importance of 
making great work and ideas, but there’s a lack of conviction and courage to actually doing it.”  
When asked about the lack of women in leadership roles, C7 summed it up:  
“It comes down to ideas and culture. And culture is where women haven’t thrived.” 
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Survey Respondents  
Survey respondents represented a wide variety of roles.  Because different agencies use 
different terminology around the naming of creative roles, respondents were allowed to select multiple 
descriptors. Of the 83 respondents, 17 indicated their current role was described by 2 or more of the 
descriptors below.  
Q: Which of the following best describe your current role, and your previous roles? (Table 1A) 
Table 1A (n=83) 
Title     # Indicated Statement Described Current Role 
Art Director   19 
Writer/Copywriter  20 
Creative Director  22 
Designer   20 
Design Director  3 
Chief Creative Officer  4 
Creative Artist   3 
Illustrator   3 
Interactive Art Director  4 
Other    9 
 
Survey respondents came from a wide variety of experiences levels. Some were very junior, 
with less than a year of experience working in a creative department. Some were Chief Creative 
Officers with over twenty years of experience working within creative departments.  
Q: How would you describe the level of your current role? (Table 1B) 
TABLE 1B (n=82)   
Level     # of Respondents Years in Creative Department (Median) 
Junior  20   1-4 years [Range: Less than 1 year, 5-8 years] 
Mid-Level 19   1-4 years [Range: 1-4 years, 17-20 years] 
Senior  26   5-8 years [Range: Less than 1 year, More than 20 years] 
Leadership 17   17-20 years [Range: 5-8 years, More than 20 years] 
 
The survey asked respondents to estimate, to the best of their ability, the gender makeup of 
their current or most recent creative department. They were also asked to estimate the percentage of 
women in leadership roles within their current or most recent creative department.  
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Q: Think about your current agency creative department, or if you are not currently working in an 
agency creative department, think about the last one you worked in. What percent of the department's 
population was comprised of women? (Table 1C) 
Q: Think about your current agency creative department, or if you are not currently working in an agency creative 
department, think about the last one you worked in. What percent of the department's LEADERSHIP was 
comprised of women? (Table 1C) 
TABLE 1C (n=62) 
Level Gender Makeup of Creative  Gender Makeup of Creative 
Department (Median)  Department Leadership (Median) 
Percent Female   Percent Female 
Junior  Between 31-40% and 41-50% 1-10% 
Mid-Level 31-40%    1-10% 
Senior  31-40%    Between 1-10% and 11-20% 
Leadership 41-50%    11-20%  
 
 
Survey Responses 
Over two thirds of respondents indicated they believed they had found professional success at 
this point in their careers.  This includes women of all levels. In fact, eleven of the twenty junior-level 
creative women indicated they had found success. 
Q: Do you believe you’ve found professional success at this point in your career? (Table 1D) 
TABLE 1D (n=81) 
Level   Yes  No  I'm not sure  n 
Junior   55.00% 20.00% 25.00%  20 
Mid-Level  76.68% 10.53% 15.79%  19 
Senior   60.00% 60.00% 24.00%  25 
Leadership  82.35% 17.65% 0%   17 
 
To those who indicated they had found success at this point in their careers, the survey probed 
what elements were most crucial to their obtaining of said professional success. Each response was 
coded into one of the following categories: 
• Ambition: This includes responses mentioning desire to rise to leadership and general 
advancement. 
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• Other People:  This includes responses mentioning mentors, supervisors, coworkers, or 
agency leadership. 
• Confidence: This includes responses mentioning the fearless statement one’s, vocalizing in 
group settings, confidence, and perseverance. 
• Environment: This includes responses mentioning being a part of a collaborative or creative 
culture. 
• Experience: This includes responses mentioning previous work experience and projects 
previously produced.  
• Hard Work: This includes responses mentioning determination, hard work, work effort, time 
spent working, and general attitude toward work ethic. 
• Passion:  This includes responses addressing one’s passion for the business, creativity, or the 
work generally. 
• Talent: This includes responses mentioning one’s own abilities. 
• Other: This captured responses that did not fall into any of the above categories.  
To those who indicated they had not yet found success at this point in their careers, the survey 
probed what elements these respondents perceived to be most crucial to obtain future professional 
success. Each response was coded into one of the following categories: 
• Agency Recognition: This includes responses that mention the company (includes peers, 
supervisors, upper management, or the agency generally) acknowledgement of the 
respondent’s work or character in some form other than promotion or compensation.  
• Environment: This includes responses mentioning being a part of a collaborative or creative 
culture. 
• External Recognition: This includes responses indicating the respondent must receive awards, 
industry recognition, or generally be recognized for her work product outside of the agency. 
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• Guidance: This includes responses that mention a need for fostered learning, whether it is a 
supervisor taking the time to teach, or the respondent having an appetite to grow in her 
role/profession. 
• Network: This includes responses that represent the accumulation or need of a network. 
• Opportunity: This captures responses that represent a need for opportunity. This could 
represent (but is not limited to) an opportunity to work on projects, an opportunity for the 
respondent to showcase her talent, and so forth.  
• Personal Factors: This captures responses that indicate the need for general job satisfaction or 
the need for fulfillment. 
• Status: This includes responses that indicate one needs a higher level of compensation or an 
elevated job title. 
• Other: This captured responses that did not fall into any of the above categories.  
Q: What three elements most contributed to you obtaining your success? (Table 1E) 
Q: What three elements do you believe would most contribute to you obtaining your success? (Table 
1F) 
TABLE 1E (n=49, 147 responses)   Table 1F (n=24, 68 responses) 
Category #Responses %Responses  Category #Responses %Responses 
Talent  29  19.46%  Opportunity 13  54.17% 
Other People 27  18.12%  Status  13  54.17% 
Hard Work 22  14.77%  Environment 9  37.50% 
Other  21  14.09%  Other  9  37.50% 
Passion 17  11.41%  External Rec. 8  33.33% 
Confidence 11  7.38%   Guidance 6  25.00% 
Experience 10  6.71%   Personal Fac. 6  25.00% 
Ambition 6  4.03%   Agency Rec. 2  8.33% 
Environment 4  2.68%   Network 2  8.33% 
 
To understand how the respondents personally measured their professional success, respondents 
were asked to provide their personal evaluative criteria for success. Their open-ended responses were 
coded into the following categories:  
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• Agency Recognition: This includes responses that mention positive feedback from coworkers 
or leadership, and general admiration within the agency. 
• Client Satisfaction: This includes responses that mention client satisfaction, ROI of the work, 
and the outcome/results of the work. 
• External Recognition: This includes responses that mention awards and industry recocgnition. 
• Improvement: This includes responses that mention growth, fulfilling responsibilities and 
continuous improvement. 
• Personal Factors: This includes responses that mention internal satisfaction, personal 
fulfillment, and personal evaluation of one’s work. 
• Productivity: This includes responses that mention the amount of quality work accomplished in 
a given time, or the hard work necessary to accomplish the work. 
• Talent: This includes responses that mention of one’s creativity or the quality of the work one 
produces. These are general evaluations of the work, not specific to the respondent or the 
respondents’ coworkers and clients.  
• Teamwork: This includes responses that mention a respondent’s meaningful contributions or 
value to an internal creative team. 
• Status: This includes responses that mention compensation or hierarchy within the agency. 
• Other: This captured responses that did not fall into any of the above categories.  
 Respondents were then asked to compare their answers against what they perceived to be the 
criteria for success their peers within their creative department.  Their answers were coded using the 
same categories. 
Q: What are your top 3 standards for how you personally measure your professional success? (Table 
1G) 
Q: What are your top 3 standards for how you believe others in your agency creative department 
measure your professional success? (Table 1G)  
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TABLE 1G 
Category How I Measure Success My Creative Department   Difference 
 Measures Success  
n=62 (186 factors) n=61 (183 factors)   | x | 
Personal Factors 30 (2)    4      26 
Status   38 (1)    23 (3)      15 
Productivity  7    21     -14 
Client Satisfaction 24    35 (1)     -11 
Talent   21    32 (2)     -11 
External Recognition 12    22     -10 
Teamwork  4    11     -7 
Agency Recognition 25 (3)    16      9 
Improvement  5    1      4 
Other   20    18      NA 
 
The top 3 factors for how a respondent measures her success and for how the creative 
department measures success are indicated by the ranking in parentheses. Respondents most 
frequently used success evaluative criteria that are categorized as Status (38), followed by Personal 
Factors (30) and Agency Recognition (25). Respondents categorized their creative departments 
success evaluative criteria as Client Satisfaction (35), Talent (32), and Status (23). 
The largest gaps between success evaluative criteria were in the categories of Personal 
Factors, Status, and Productivity. In the case of Personal Factors and Status, respondents indicated 
they frequently used to evaluate personal definitions of professional success, but not as frequently 
used by creative departments to evaluate professional success. On the other hand, respondents did 
not use Productivity-related success evaluative criteria as frequently as their creative departments. 
This research used a set of eighteen diagnostics to quantitatively understand the respondents’ 
primary influencers for job satisfaction. The diagnostics were modeled to reflect a wide range of 
influencing factors that encompassed equal parts internal and external. An internal factor is only 
dependent on the personal belief of the respondent. An external factor is dependent on others to exist. 
For example: one diagnostic, “the ability to be creative” was presented to respondents two different 
ways. The internal version was expressed “The projects I work on allow me to maximize my creativity.” 
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The external version was expressed “My coworkers believe I’m creative because of the work I’m 
doing.”  
For each diagnostic, respondents were asked the degree to which the diagnostic influenced 
their job satisfaction. Respondents had three options from which to choose: “Heavily influences my 
job satisfaction;” “Somewhat influences my job satisfaction;” and “Has no effect on my job 
satisfaction.” The values 3, 2, and 1 were assigned respectively to each option for analysis purposes. 
The higher the average score, the more the diagnostic influenced job satisfaction. An “I” indicates 
internal factor and “e” indicates external factor. 
This data was then compared against the “success in one’s career” question to identify 
similarities or contrasts across groups. 
Q: How do the following factors influence your satisfaction with your role at an agency creative 
department? (Table 1H) 
Q: Do you believe you’ve found professional success at this point in your career? (Table 1H) 
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TABLE 1H 
Cat. Diagnostic       Y=Success N/I=Success All 
         n=38  n=18  n=56 
I I am proud of the work I do     2.84 (1) 2.89 (2)           2.86 (1) 
E I’m recognized for my good work    2.79  2.94 (1)           2.84 (2) 
I I love the work I get to do     2.82 (2) 2.83  2.82 
I The projects I work on allow me to maximize my creativity 2.82 (2) 2.78  2.80 
I I have influence on a project’s success – or failure  2.76  2.83  2.79 
I My work allows me to have the life I want   2.82 (2) 2.72  2.79 
I I’m comfortable and enjoy my responsibilities  2.82 (2) 2.72  2.79 
I There's an opportunity for me to learn new and relevant 2.76  2.72  2.75 
 skills  
I There's an opportunity to advance my career  2.58  2.83  2.71 
E People think highly of me     2.66  2.72  2.68 
E Other people love my work     2.55  2.61  2.57 
E My coworkers depend on me for the work to be  2.58  2.44  2.54 
 successful 
E I’m afforded relative job security    2.55  2.44  2.52 
E My salary or compensation     2.53  2.50  2.52 
E My coworkers believe I’m creative because of the work 2.42  2.61  2.48 
I’m doing 
I The perks and benefits of the job    2.32 (-2) 2.39  2.34 
E My supervisor(s) recognize they don’t need to coach me 2.45  2.06 (-2)        2.32 (-2) 
E My friends and family believe my work is really glamorous 1.42 (-1) 1.28 (-1)        1.38 (-1)  
Internal Diagnostics       2.73  2.75  2.74 
External Diagnostics      2.44  2.40  2.48 
 
Responses to the success question were also measured against the responses of three other 
questions: Team dynamics, percentage of women in the composition of creative departments and 
creative department leadership, and against the importance of mentorship. 
For team dynamics, this research compared the most appreciated characteristics of one’s 
team against the most frequently encountered team dynamics. The dynamics were selected to 
represent a broad and encompassing range, including opposing characteristics (for example: positivity 
and negativity). Below are the top three dynamics highlighted by each group. 
Q: When working with individuals in creative roles on your team, what dynamics did you appreciate 
most? Select all that apply. (Table 1I) 
Q: When working with individuals in creative roles on your team, what dynamics did you most 
frequently encounter? Select all that apply. (Table 1I) 
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Q: Do you believe you’ve found professional success at this point in your career? (Table 1I) 
TABLE: 1I 
Y=Success n=31 
Most Appreciated  #Responses  Most Frequently Encountered #Responses  
Supportive  26   Supportive    20 
Respectful   26   Respectful    19 
Positivity  22   Fun and Entertaining   18 
    
N/I=Success n=17 
Most Appreciated  #Responses  Most Frequently Encountered  #Responses  
Supportive  14   Focused on the Task At Hand 9 
Respectful  13   Relaxed    8 
Positivity  10   Demanding    8 
Fun and Entertaining 10   Accountability    8 
    
All n=48 
Most Appreciated  #Responses  Most Frequently Encountered  #Responses 
Supportive  40   Focused on the task at hand  25 
Respectful  39   Fun and Entertaining   24 
Positivity  32   Supportive    24 
     Respectful    24 
 
The least appreciated and least frequently encountered dynamics for each group are below, in 
Table IJ, using the same questions as Table 1I. 
TABLE  1J 
Y=Success n=31 
Least Appreciated  #Responses  Least Frequently Encountered #Responses  
Negativity  0   Passive    4 
Domination of Contr. 0   Domination of Contribution  6 
Following the rules 0   Negativity    6 
Passive  0   Relaxed    6 
 
N/I=Success n=17 
Least Appreciated  #Responses  Least Frequently Encountered #Responses  
Domination of Contr. 0   Following the rules   1 
Following the rules 0   Lack of blaming   2 
Negativity  1   Positivity    2 
Passive  1   Flexible and understanding  2 
 
All n=48 
Least Appreciated  #Responses  Least Frequently Encountered #Responses   
Domination of Contr. 0   Passive    6 
Following the rules 0   Lack of blaming   7 
Negativity  1   Following the rules   8 
Passive  1   
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 To understand the correlation of working with a higher concentration of women in a creative 
department and/or in leadership positions within that creative department, this research compared 
survey responses to responses to the question regarding success in career and the attainment of the 
dream role. 
Q: Think about your current agency creative department, or if you are not currently working in an 
agency creative department, think about the last one you worked in. What percent of the department's 
population was comprised of women? (Table 1K) 
Q: Think about your current agency creative department, or if you are not currently working in an agency creative 
department, think about the last one you worked in. What percent of the department's LEADERSHIP was 
comprised of women? (Table 1K) 
Q: Do you believe you’ve found professional success at this point in your career? (Table 1K) 
Q: Have you or are you currently working in your dream job? A dream job is your ideal role at your ideal 
place of business (this could include self employment, as well). (Table 1K) 
 
TABLE 1K  
Composition of 
Creative Dept.  Y=Success Y=Dream n 
50% and under  62.50% 31.25% 48  
51% and over   84.63% 61.54% 13 
 
Composition of  
Creative Dept. Lead.  Y=Success Y=Dream n 
50% and under  69.23% 36.54% 52 
51% and over   75.00% 62.50% 8 
  
This research asked participants to identify the importance of mentorship to their career 
advancement on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being unimportant and five being very important. Here, their 
responses are compared to evaluations of career success and their dream role attainment.  
Q: On a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being not important, and 5 being very important, how important has 
mentorship been to your career advancement? (Table 1L) 
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Q: Have you or are you currently working in your dream job? A dream job is your ideal role at your ideal 
place of business (this could include self employment, as well). (Table 1L) 
Q: Do you believe you’ve found professional success at this point in your career? (Table 1L) 
TABLE 1L 
 
Found Success and   Mentorship Importance n 
Dream Job     Average 
Yes      4.55    20 
Remaining1    4.09    43 
All     4.24    63 
 
 
 The importance of mentorship was also compared to the composition of women in one’s 
creative department and/or in leadership function in that creative department. 
Q: On a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being not important, and 5 being very important, how important has 
mentorship been to your career advancement? (Table 1M) 
TABLE 1M 
   Creative Department Creative Department 
Composition   Leadership Composition 
Under 50%  4.13 (n=48)   4.12 (n=52)     
Over 50%   4.54 (n=13)   4.75 (n=8) 
 
 
Creative Recruitment Posting Collection 
 This study conducted a content analysis of the 46 job posting summaries (called “posts” in the 
following tables), specifically targeting two thematic approaches to the creation of the content: the 
Want and the Promise. The Want is messaging directed at articulating an ideal candidate’s experience 
or personality – not to be confused with what the position has to offer. For instance, “the desire and 
ability to collaborate with others” would be categorized as a Want, but “in this position, you will 
collaborate with others” is not categorized as a Want because it’s reflective of a role responsibility 
which was not included in this analysis. The Promise is the recruiting agency’s commitment to giving 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 “Remaining” indicates those respondents who did not answer “yes” to both questions. 
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the recruit something in return. For instance, “you can grow your career here” is categorized as a 
Promise, because the agency is exchanging it in return for fulfillment of responsibilities.  
 Underneath the Want and the Promise, specific content categories arose. Each category is 
mutually exclusive: just as a Want and a Promise cannot exist within the same phrase, neither can the 
categories below overlap. The two closest categories are career growth and productive work. One 
could consider the creation of productive work necessary for career growth. However, the verbatim 
phrasing from the job postings never linked the two content categories together. They were also used 
separately: career growth promises were distinct from those surrounding productive work.  
The Want 
• Talented: Language indicating recruit must be good at one’s current job. This also includes 
mentions of previously won awards. For example: “The person in this position must be an 
imaginative and conceptual designer with strong communication skills.” - Art Director of 
Motion Position, Huge, New York City, NY 
• Passionate: A desired requirement is passion. For example: “You are exuberant about your 
work…” – Writer Position, Taxi, New York City, NY 
• Hard-Working: Phrasing that suggests a candidate is willing to dedicate lots of time and effort. 
For example: “You must be able to wear multiple hats, juggle projects and excel at working in 
an extremely fast-paced, creative environment.” - Creative Director/Associate Creative Director 
Position, Firstborn, New York City, NY 
• Cultural Contributor: Language in this category reflects an individual’s desire to work on a team 
and/or contribute in some way to the agency at large. For example: “[The ideal candidate is] 
quite content getting into the weeds and being hands-on working as part of team…” – Senior 
Level Art Director Position, JWT – Inside, New York City, NY 
The Promise 
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• Career Growth: Language indicating the agency supports the growth in one’s career or role 
falls into this category. For example: “…where he/she can develop their career working with 
multiple clients across many verticals.” – Copywriter Position, sixteenfifty, San Diego, CA 
• Productive Work: This category captures language around work that exceeds industry 
expectations and benchmarks, including phrasing like award-winning, groundbreaking, and 
innovative work, or general recognition. For example: “..the invention of pace-setting social and 
digital ideas…” – Creative Director Position, Deep Focus, New York City, NY 
• Agency Culture: This content is reflective of an agency’s promise of a special or unique culture. 
This could mean the agency is collaborative, fun, or a great place to work. For example: “So, if 
you’d like to work for an agency that has a sweet rooftop deck overlooking downtown, a beer 
trike…” – Art Director Position, Colle+McVoy, Minneapolis, MN 
• Award-Winning Agency: If an agency mentions their awards or general external recognition, the 
content is captured by this category. For example: “…we have now grown to be an 
internationally recognized company.” – Senior Art Director Position, Cossette, Chicago, IL 
TABLE 2A 
The Want  Posts   The Promise        Posts 
Talented  82.60%  Agency Culture       32.61% 
Passionate  47.83%  Productive Work       21.74% 
Cultural Contributor 39.13%  Award-Winning Agency   10.87% 
Hard working  28.26%  Career Growth       8.70% 
 
 The above table shows the number of posts that featured content from each category. It does 
not represent the number of instances of each content category.  
It’s also important to mention that of the 46 posts analyzed, 6 mentioned the necessity of 
candidates to have external recognition to be competitive. 
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DISCUSSION  
 The findings from this research affirm what previous studies have shown regarding how 
women measure success, but adds the additional context of the creative department experience.  
Success is not exclusive to the hierarchical pinnacle of one’s career 
 Respondents of all experience levels identified they had found success at some point in their 
career. Though respondents who indicated higher role hierarchy found success more often than those 
lower on totem pole, the majority of each hierarchical group believed they had found success. 
 C3 adds dimension to this survey finding: for her, success in the beginning was avoidance of 
negative feedback, yet it evolved to criteria around managing individuals. C6 also reflected on this 
evolution during her 13 years of experience. She was able to find success early on by what she 
described as “being heard”: the acknowledgement of her credibility by her agency peers or 
supervisors. 
 C6 reflected that hierarchical status can also represent a failure. Remarking on her experience 
with women who she deemed had failed: “The way they ascended was a failure. They had the ability, 
the drive, the track record…but they knew how to play the boss’s and used other tactics that weren’t 
of merit.” 
 This aligns well with Sturges research of male and female managers in 1999, as women 
managers were more likely to define success broadly, and not by hierarchy. This means that one does 
not need to wait for a certain status in order to achieve success: the same research showed women 
managers wouldn’t sacrifice a job they enjoyed simply for an elevation of status. Rather, the 
definitions of success evolve and change over time: hierarchy is not a success gatekeeper (Sturges, 
1999).  
Women attribute success nearly equally to both their personal talent and their surrounding 
community 
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 For respondents who believed they had found success at some point in their careers, they 
were just as likely to attribute their success to their own talent as to other people in their community –
such as mentors or supervisors. They also attributed their success to hard work.  When asked about 
what elements were most critical contributing to a respondent’s success, they responde: 
• “selling good work” (Talent) 
• “Creativity” (Talent) 
• “a strong mentor since I began my career” (Other People) 
• “Company leaders have given me the freedom to extend myself into new, more leadership 
roles” (Other People) 
• “Not giving up, even when it would have been easy to do so.” (Hard Work) 
• “working my butt off” (Hard Work) 
In her interview, C6 attributed her big break to a supportive executive creative director, who 
gave her “a chance” to showcase her talent. C2 believed she must surround herself with people that 
kept her challenged in order to be a better art director. When describing a major turning point in her 
career, C7 described how she captured the attention of a star creative, who gave her the big break 
she was looking for.  
These results suggest the importance of meaningful working relationships between these 
respondents, their coworkers and supervisors. Respondents indicated they felt shaped by those 
around them, and when coupled with hard work and their own personal talent, were able to find 
success.   
The one group whose responses contrasted with this finding were the women in leadership 
who believed they had found success during their career. This group of women indicated that their 
own talent most contributed to their success, such as “ability to innovate "firsts" for my clients,” 
“talent,” “ambition,” “quality creative work,” and “being smart.” 
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 In the evaluation of the creative position job postings, only 4 of the 46 posts mentioned career 
growth as part of a Promise. While agency culture was most often used as part of the posting’s 
Promise, no agency culture reference captured the opportunity for growth. Instead, agency culture 
was often described in terms that did not reflect the impact on the individual applying. For example:  
• “VML is a place that’s all about putting everything you are into everything you do.” 
• “Some say we're experienced at experiential with a passion for imagining the impossible and 
bringing it to life. We say yes to that and whatever is next and the thing after that too.” 
• “…we are a culture of Makers.” 
However, these agencies did seek individuals who had experience as cultural contributors. Of 46 
posts, 18 had content categorized as cultural contributor, meaning they sought to recruit individuals 
who had a desire to work with teams or mentor; this element wasn’t often Promised in return. 
 For respondents who hadn’t found success, opportunity and status were perceived as 
necessary factors to obtain success (both indicated in just over half of the responses). Interestingly, 
these metrics are often in the control of other people, not the respondent. Opportunities can be 
earned, but are almost always granted by someone else. The same is true with status. One can work 
hard to earn a promotion, but at the end of the day, it’s a decision in someone else’s hands. In effect, 
by identifying opportunity and status as the primary factors necessary for success, respondents are 
giving control of their success to people other than themselves.   
Women and creative departments evaluate success differently 
 As shown in Table 1D, women of all hierarchical levels have found success. But that doesn’t 
mean hierarchy and status aren’t important. Respondents’ top three evaluative criteria were Status, 
Personal Factors, and Agency Recognition. There is a delicate balance between external validation of 
success (the respect of one’s peers, for instance) and personal, subjective measures, such as 
fulfillment, being challenged, and having a good work and life balance. The broad descriptions from 
respondents mirrored previous research on the topic of women and success, specifically, that women 
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subjects were more likely to describe internal criteria as primary success considerations (Sturges, 
1999), and that women view success in terms of the whole lives, with career success being just a 
piece of the whole pie (Sturges, 1999). 
 Yet respondents’ perceptions of how creative departments measured professional success 
was different: Client Satisfaction, followed by one’s Talent and then Status. It’s important to note that 
the Personal Factors category manifested itself in creative department evaluative criteria as role 
satisfaction (how happy one is, how fulfilling the work is, etc).   
 Of the top three perceived creative department evaluative criteria, talent is the most subjective. 
Client satisfaction is often supported by return on investment. One’s hierarchical status is usually very 
visible within a simple job title. But talent is not easily measured. C7 presented an interesting case of 
how the measurement of talent can change without notice. Despite her award-winning work, she felt 
her supervisors questioned whether she was completely deserving of her recognition. Some believed 
she piggybacked on the backs of other, more experienced creatives. They continually gave her more 
challenging circumstances, yet she stepped up and still won awards. 
“They kept changing the rules on me,” she recalled. “It wasn’t until I left [the agency] that they 
began to understand how much I contributed.” 
C4 encountered subjectivity in talent assessment. She mentioned that when she began her first 
job, one of her coworkers told her “you’re a good designer, for a girl.” 
 C6 also saw how talent assessments could change with structure changes. A flat structure 
worked to her benefit and served to highlight her talent, whereas previously, she wasn’t getting the 
recognition and attention she felt she deserved in an environment with more hierarchy. 
 There’s a lot of emphasis in the advertising industry for creative teams to produce award-
winning work. While it certainly depends on the agency culture, this research highlights some 
dilemmas with that approach. A close runner up, in fourth place, was External Recognition for agency 
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success evaluative criteria, mentioned in 12 percent of responses. For respondents’ own evaluative 
criteria, it ranked seventh of ten (including the “other” category), representing 6 percent of responses. 
  In job posting summaries, advertising agencies often solicited applicants with proof of a high 
quality work product, but either left the definition ambiguous or requested that applicants be the 
recipients of industry awards (6 of the 46 posts explicitly required applicants support their portfolio 
with awards or alluded to some form of outside recognition for their work). Awards weren’t primary 
success contributors for women who had found success. Award-winning work was mentioned in 2 of 
59 respondents’ 399 requirements for their current or future position to be their dream job.  
And requesting award-winning work as a requirement for hire puts women at a serious 
disadvantage. As discussed in the introduction and literature review of this paper, the juries of many of 
the biggest industry award shows are comprised of predominately men. And this is problematic, 
according to of Ignacio Oreamuno, executive director of the Art Directors Club: 
“I would never go back to having a bunch of guys [on award show panels]; it would decrease the 
quality of the judging. Women bring the conversation to a higher level than when it’s just men… This is not 
about sex; it’s not about feminism or equal rights; it’s about the work and the business — we will make 
more money and be more successful and do better work if we are in a balanced industry” (Weissman, 
2014). 
Junior women measure success subjectively while women in leadership measure their success 
objectively 
In the beginning of one’s career, personal factors are key evaluative criteria for success. For 
example: 
• “Enjoyment of job and creative work, and ability to contribute to big picture creative 
collaboration”  
• “Am I learning?” 
• “Am I excited about trying new things?” 
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Receiving good feedback from creative department peers to build perceptions of one’s own 
success was often noted. Another frequently discussed criteria among junior level women was the 
justification of one’s presence in a meeting or on a project. The respondents mentioned finding 
success when they perceived their opinion to be of value to their team. For example: “others asking 
my opinion,” and “My opinion being of value to my peers and superiors.” When C6 first began her 
career, she recalled, “being heard was everything.” And C3 measured her success early on as 
“making myself indispensible to people.” 
 Senior women and women in leadership have a different perspective. Their success evaluative 
criteria are much more objective: it’s all about Status and Client Satisfaction. Hierarchical 
considerations like “pay,” “title and salary,” “progression to leadership role,” and “salary increases,”  
to work product considerations such as “repeat customers,” “strong client relationships,” “Clients 
Happiness/ROI,” and “Am I providing a valuable service for the client?” are examples of some of the 
objective responses. 
 When starting out in a creative department, quality feedback shaped junior women’s 
understanding of their performance, and ultimately, their success in their position. But these 
evaluations are incredibly subjective and often dependent on the quality of peers and supervisors with 
an agency’s creative department. Conversely, women in leadership positions had more concrete and 
objective evaluations that were in large part dependent on the women themselves.    
Agency recruitment postings don’t appeal to what women want in a job 
 Agencies tended to Promise agency culture – something that influenced respondent’s success 
and job satisfaction. However, a closer examination of the content of these posts and the type of 
agency culture and productive work highlighted does not often align with characteristics respondents 
most appreciate on their teams: respect, positivity, and support.  
• “unique, fun and dynamic culture” 
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• “So, if you’d like to work for an agency that has a sweet rooftop deck overlooking downtown, a 
beer trike…” 
• “We set a fast pace. Strive for brutal honesty. And think great creative can make people 
uncomfortable. Join us.” 
• “join our wild and crazy team.” 
• “If you’re ready to go to work in a fast, fun, super-creative agency…” 
The dynamics referenced above instead suggest dynamics like “fun and entertaining,” and 
“demanding.” 
 Content elsewhere in these postings nod to what one of Karen Mallia’s research participants 
donned the “laddish environment” of creative departments (Mallia, 2009) that specifically turn women 
away. For example: 
• “…you’ll work with outside vendors such as photographers, retouchers, illustrators, directors, 
animators, editors and print vendors. You may even work with an animal trainer or a chainsaw 
juggler at some point, if you’re lucky.” 
• “And the person we hire will have a sense of humor.” 
• “The ability to sing off key karaoke, play cutthroat foosball, do yoga poorly, and drink without 
falling off a boat, are also helpful skills for working with us.” 
• “Chuck Norris-Like Art Director Needed” 
This finding is not to say that women don’t appreciate humor, fun, or variety in their work 
environment. In fact, fun and entertaining was the fourth most appreciated team dynamic by all 
respondents. However, depictions like the above paint a one-dimensional portrait of a creative 
department culture, one that could discourage the creation of experiences tailored to what the 
respondents in this survey seek.  
A few of the interviewees mentioned they felt all personalities and working styles weren’t 
appreciated or fostered. 
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“Collaboration happens in many different ways. I felt as though more aggressive styles were 
valued over quiet voices,” said C5. 
And C4 said she felt her working style wasn’t valued, too. She was quieter, and responded 
better to a positive and nurturing environment, yet she encountered “…so much negativity and critical 
feedback.” 
Their experience combined with agency recruitment tactics support the finding that agency 
cultural descriptors need to align with what women appreciate and seek – both in recruitment and in 
practice.  
Women help women succeed 
 This research has indicated the importance of strong relationships within agency creative 
departments. After all, respondents attributed their success to their own talent just as often as other 
people in their lives. When examining the role of mentorship, the increased importance placed on 
mentorship in one’s career advancement increases the likelihood of one finding success and attaining 
one’s dream job.  
TABLE 1L 
Found Success and   Mentorship Importance n 
Dream Job     Average 
Yes      4.55    20 
Remaining2    4.09    43 
All     4.24    63 
 
This was also strongly evident in attaining one’s dream job, absent of success. 
TABLE 3A 
Attained Dream Job   Mentorship Importance n 
    Average 
Yes     4.42    24 
No or I’m no sure    4.13    39 
All      4.24    63 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 “Remaining” indicates those respondents who did not answer “yes” to both questions. 
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 Mentorship plays a crucial role guiding success as evidenced by perspectives of the 
respondents in their articulation of success factors. But it also is shown here, in the comparison of 
mentorship’s importance in their careers and the likelihood of finding success and working in their 
dream job.  
 These results may indicate a link between the composition of women in creative departments 
and creative department leadership to the importance placed on mentorship by respondents. This is 
not to say that an increased number of women in a creative department or creative department 
leadership results in a culture that encourages mentorship. The relationship between the two cannot 
be identified as casual. However, respondents who work in environments with more women - both in 
the creative department generally and in leadership roles - tend to place greater importance on 
mentorship, a factor related to success likelihood. Below is Table 1M, which indicates the average 
importance placed on mentorship for each group.  
TABLE 1M 
   Creative Department Creative Department 
Composition   Leadership Composition 
Under 50%  4.13 (n=48)   4.12 (n=52)     
Over 50%   4.54 (n=13)   4.75 (n=8) 
 
 And lastly, the more representation of women in a creative department, and/or in creative 
department leadership, the more likely respondents were to indicate they had attained their dream job, 
and that they had found success in their career thus far. Of note, the rate of women who had worked 
in their dream role doubles in creative departments with more than 50 percent women. 
Composition of 
Creative Dept.  Y=Success Y=Dream n 
50% and under  62.50% 31.25% 48  
51% and over   84.63% 61.54% 13 
 
Composition of  
Creative Dept. Lead.  Y=Success Y=Dream n 
50% and under  69.23% 36.54% 52 
51% and over   75.00% 62.50% 8 
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LIMITATIONS 
 
 The largest limitation of this study is the survey respondent pool. Further research will work to 
build the number of respondents to strengthen the results of this research. In addition, the geographic 
location of respondents makes the application of results outside of the Minneapolis-St. Paul market 
difficult, as the majority of respondents who completed the survey are from Minnesota, and likely the 
metro area. 
 Another limitation surrounds the confidential and sensitive nature of the work of these women. 
To more deeply understand their working relationships and team dynamics, an observational field 
approach would serve to collect data around how the respondents’ beliefs and attitudes towards 
success are formed by their respective creative departments. In other words, this research presents a 
one-sided story of women’s success. The other side is how pressures and cultural influences from 
their working environments have shaped their beliefs.  
 The recruitment strategy of junior roles and senior roles is very different, so that presented 
another limitation as well. Chief Creative Officer roles are far less frequently available than entry-level 
roles, and even when positions are open, recruitment often happens through executive-recruitment 
firms and not publically on Linkedin. This made the analysis of senior position recruitment difficult.  
 Another battle with the recruitment postings is that it a national sample, whereas the survey 
respondents and interviewees were largely based in Minnesota.  
Lastly, further research could explore differences in personal definitions of professional 
success by creative expertise. For instance, a designer might view components necessary for success 
differently than a writer or an art director. 
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CONCLUSION 
This research points to a need for a cultural shift in advertising agency creative departments. In 
an industry focused on the cutting edge and historically a champion of innovation, there is too much 
comfort with the status quo of creative department culture. The one-dimensional creative department 
turns off creative women. In turn, stifles their success and the agency’s productivity.  
 If we want women to find success, we need a new model hallmarked by the following:  
The importance of employee satisfaction and fulfillment is paramount.  
Women have many success inputs, both internal and external. They balance their evaluation of 
their success against their whole lives.  This creative department works with them to ensure they are 
fulfilled in whatever way they define fulfillment. 
Creative awards as a requirement for hiring or promotion are a thing of the past. 
Awards aren’t a primary success determinant for women. The award shows themselves don’t 
practice diversity with their juries. Awards as a key success metric is a barrier to women’s success 
and not entirely representative of how women want to succeed in the first place. Awards are a failed 
system, stacked against women. 
Mentorship and support are core elements of the experience and are constantly reinforced.  
Women who placed a greater importance on mentorship were more likely to have found 
success than those who didn’t value it as highly. It’s paramount in the beginning of their careers as 
well, with many women attributing their success both to their own talent and to the people who helped 
them along the way. 
The creative department proves itself to its prospective team members.  
Agencies often fail when they pitch their culture, because they fail to communicate an agency 
culture that is appealing. The new model preaches what it actively practices, highlighting the positive, 
respectful, and supportive nature of its creative department, emphasizes mentorship, and advocates 
for career growth.  
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Talent is judged by a variety of diverse perspectives, not one dominant view. 
There’s no getting around it – talent is a crucial success determinant and is critical to 
advancement. But given the subjective nature of talent, its judgment must be carefully considered with 
a broad range of perspectives incorporated. This applies to previous experience as well, as many 
qualified women with have nonlinear experience. An applicant’s potential may not be reflected solely 
in her work experience.  
It practices diversity because it knows it doesn’t just impact the bottom line, but because it’s 
the right thing to do. 
It’s true that diverse teams outperform homogenous teams. But ultimately, women deserve a 
say in how marketers speak and portray women in advertising. This model actively champions gender 
diversity at all levels, junior to leadership, because it knows: women help women succeed. 
Knowing there’s no cookie-cutter version of success, the creative department actively furthers 
what their employees aspire to be.  
Not everyone wants to be a chief creative officer. Some believe the ultimate manifestation of 
success is satisfactory work and life balance.  Often, success can be agency recognition, or simply 
getting work produced. But whatever the reason, the new model is always sure to ask its employees: 
What does success look like for you, and how can our agency help you achieve it? 
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APPENDIX I 
 
TABLE 1A (n=83) 
Title     # Indicated Statement Described Current Role 
Art Director   19 
Writer/Copywriter  20 
Creative Director  22 
Designer   20 
Design Director  3 
Chief Creative Officer  4 
Creative Artist   3 
Illustrator   3 
Interactive Art Director  4 
Other    9 
 
Q: Which of the following best describe your current role, and your previous roles? (Table 1A) 
 
 
 
TABLE 1B (n=82)   
Level     # of Respondents Years in Creative Department (Median) 
Junior  20   1-4 years [Range: Less than 1 year, 5-8 years] 
Mid-Level 19   1-4 years [Range: 1-4 years, 17-20 years] 
Senior  26   5-8 years [Range: Less than 1 year, More than 20 years] 
Leadership 17   17-20 years [Range: 5-8 years, More than 20 years] 
 
 
 
 
TABLE 1C (n=62) 
Level Gender Makeup of Creative  Gender Makeup of Creative 
Department (Median)  Department Leadership (Median) 
Percent Female   Percent Female 
Junior  Between 31-40% and 41-50% 1-10% 
Mid-Level 31-40%    1-10% 
Senior  31-40%    Between 1-10% and 11-20% 
Leadership 41-50%    11-20%  
 
Q: How would you describe the level of your current role? (Table 1C) 
Q: Think about your current agency creative department, or if you are not currently working in an 
agency creative department, think about the last one you worked in. What percent of the department's 
population was comprised of women? (Table 1C) 
Q: Think about your current agency creative department, or if you are not currently working in an 
agency creative department, think about the last one you worked in. What percent of the department's 
LEADERSHIP was comprised of women? (Table 1C) 
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TABLE 1D (n=81) 
Level   Yes  No  I'm not sure  n 
Junior   55.00% 20.00% 25.00%  20 
Mid-Level  76.68% 10.53% 15.79%  19 
Senior   60.00% 60.00% 24.00%  25 
Leadership  82.35% 17.65% 0%   17 
 
 
 
TABLE 1E (n=49, 147 responses)   Table 1F (n=24, 68 responses) 
Category #Responses %Responses  Category #Responses %Responses 
Talent  29  19.46%  Opportunity 13  54.17% 
Other People 27  18.12%  Status  13  54.17% 
Hard Work 22  14.77%  Environment 9  37.50% 
Other  21  14.09%  Other  9  37.50% 
Passion 17  11.41%  External Rec. 8  33.33% 
Confidence 11  7.38%   Guidance 6  25.00% 
Experience 10  6.71%   Personal Fac. 6  25.00% 
Ambition 6  4.03%   Agency Rec. 2  8.33% 
Environment 4  2.68%   Network 2  8.33% 
 
Q: What three elements most contributed to you obtaining your success? (Table 1E) 
Q: What three elements do you believe would most contribute to you obtaining your success? (Table 
1F) 
 
 
  
TABLE 1G 
Category How I Measure Success My Creative Department   Difference 
n=62 (186)   Measures Success n=61 (183) | x | 
Personal Factors 30 (2)    4      26 
Status   38 (1)    23 (3)      15 
Productivity  7    21     -14 
Client Satisfaction 24    35 (1)     -11 
Talent   21    32 (2)     -11 
External Recognition 12    22     -10 
Teamwork  4    11     -7 
Agency Recognition 25 (3)    16      9 
Improvement  5    1      4 
Other   20    18      NA 
 
Q: What are your top 3 standards for how you personally measure your professional success? (Table 
1G) 
Q: What are your top 3 standards for how you believe others in your agency creative department 
measure your professional success? (Table 1G) 
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TABLE 1H 
Cat. Diagnostic       Y=Success N/I=Success All 
         n=38  n=18  n=56 
I I am proud of the work I do     2.84 (1) 2.89 (2)           2.86 (1) 
E I’m recognized for my good work    2.79  2.94 (1)           2.84 (2) 
I I love the work I get to do     2.82 (2) 2.83  2.82 
I The projects I work on allow me to maximize my creativity 2.82 (2) 2.78  2.80 
I I have influence on a project’s success – or failure  2.76  2.83  2.79 
I My work allows me to have the life I want   2.82 (2) 2.72  2.79 
I I’m comfortable and enjoy my responsibilities  2.82 (2) 2.72  2.79 
I There's an opportunity for me to learn new and relevant 2.76  2.72  2.75 
 skills  
I There's an opportunity to advance my career  2.58  2.83  2.71 
E People think highly of me     2.66  2.72  2.68 
E Other people love my work     2.55  2.61  2.57 
E My coworkers depend on me for the work to be  2.58  2.44  2.54 
 successful 
E I’m afforded relative job security    2.55  2.44  2.52 
E My salary or compensation     2.53  2.50  2.52 
E My coworkers believe I’m creative because of the work 2.42  2.61  2.48 
I’m doing 
I The perks and benefits of the job    2.32 (-2) 2.39  2.34 
E My supervisor(s) recognize they don’t need to coach me 2.45  2.06 (-2)        2.32 (-2) 
E My friends and family believe my work is really glamorous 1.42 (-1) 1.28 (-1)        1.38 (-1)  
Internal Diagnostics       2.73  2.75  2.74 
External Diagnostics      2.44  2.40  2.48 
 
Q: How do the following factors influence your satisfaction with your role at an agency creative 
department? (Table 1H) 
Q: Do you believe you’ve found professional success at this point in your career? (Table 1H) 
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TABLE: 1I 
Y=Success n=31 
Most Appreciated  #Responses  Most Frequently Encountered #Responses  
Supportive  26   Supportive    20 
Respectful   26   Respectful    19 
Positivity  22   Fun and Entertaining   18 
    
N/I=Success n=17 
Most Appreciated  #Responses  Most Frequently Encountered  #Responses  
Supportive   14  Focused on the Task At Hand 9 
Respectful   13  Relaxed    8 
Positivity   10  Demanding    8 
Fun and Entertaining  10  Accountability    8 
    
All n=48 
Most Appreciated  #Responses  Most Frequently Encountered  #Responses 
Supportive  40   Focused on the task at hand  25 
Respectful  39   Fun and Entertaining   24 
Positivity  32   Supportive    24 
     Respectful    24 
 
Q: When working with individuals in creative roles on your team, what dynamics did you appreciate 
most? Select all that apply. (Table 1I) 
Q: When working with individuals in creative roles on your team, what dynamics did you most 
frequently encounter? Select all that apply. (Table 1I) 
Q: Do you believe you’ve found professional success at this point in your career? (Table 1I) 
 
 
TABLE  1J 
Y=Success n=31 
Least Appreciated  #Responses  Least Frequently Encountered #Responses  
Negativity  0   Passive    4 
Domination of Contr. 0   Domination of Contribution  6 
Following the rules 0   Negativity    6 
Passive  0   Relaxed    6 
 
N/I=Success n=17 
Least Appreciated  #Responses  Least Frequently Encountered #Responses  
Domination of Contr. 0   Following the rules   1 
Following the rules 0   Lack of blaming   2 
Negativity  1   Positivity    2 
Passive  1   Flexible and understanding  2 
 
All n=48 
Least Appreciated  #Responses  Least Frequently Encountered #Responses   
Domination of Contr. 0   Passive    6 
Following the rules 0   Lack of blaming   7 
Negativity  1   Following the rules   8 
Passive  1   
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Q: When working with individuals in creative roles on your team, what dynamics did you appreciate 
most? Select all that apply. (Table 1J) 
Q: When working with individuals in creative roles on your team, what dynamics did you most 
frequently encounter? Select all that apply. (Table 1J) 
Q: Do you believe you’ve found professional success at this point in your career? (Table 1J) 
 
 
TABLE 1K  
Composition of 
Creative Dept.  Y=Success Y=Dream n 
50% and under  62.50% 31.25% 48  
51% and over   84.63% 61.54% 13 
 
Composition of  
Creative Dept. Lead.  Y=Success Y=Dream n 
50% and under  69.23% 36.54% 52 
51% and over   75.00% 62.50% 8 
 
Q: Think about your current agency creative department, or if you are not currently working in an 
agency creative department, think about the last one you worked in. What percent of the department's 
population was comprised of women? (Table 1K) 
Q: Think about your current agency creative department, or if you are not currently working in an 
agency creative department, think about the last one you worked in. What percent of the department's 
LEADERSHIP was comprised of women? (Table 1K) 
Q: Do you believe you’ve found professional success at this point in your career? (Table 1K) 
Q: Have you or are you currently working in your dream job? A dream job is your ideal role at your ideal 
place of business (this could include self employment, as well). (Table 1K) 
 
 
 
TABLE 1 L 
Found Success and   Mentorship Importance n 
Dream Job     Average 
Yes      4.55    20 
Remaining3    4.09    43 
All     4.24    63 
 
 
Q: On a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being not important, and 5 being very important, how important has 
mentorship been to your career advancement? (Table 1L) 
Q: Have you or are you currently working in your dream job? A dream job is your ideal role at your ideal 
place of business (this could include self employment, as well). (Table 1L) 
Q: Do you believe you’ve found professional success at this point in your career? (Table 1L) 
 
 
 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3 “Remaining” indicates those respondents who did not answer “yes” to both questions. 
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TABLE 1M 
   Creative Department Creative Department 
Composition   Leadership Composition 
Under 50%  4.13 (n=48)   4.12 (n=52)     
Over 50%   4.54 (n=13)   4.75 (n=8) 
 
Q: On a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being not important, and 5 being very important, how important has 
mentorship been to your career advancement? (Table 1M) 
 
 
 
TABLE 2A 
The Want  Posts  The Promise        Posts 
Talented  38  Agency Culture       15 
Passionate  22  Productive Work       10 
Cultural Contributor 18  Award-Winning Agency    5 
Hard working  13  Career Growth       4 
Total:   91  Total:         34 
 
 
 
TABLE 3A 
Attained Dream Job   Mentorship Importance n 
    Average 
Yes     4.42    24 
No or I’m no sure    4.13    39 
All      4.24    63 
 
Q: On a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being not important, and 5 being very important, how important has 
mentorship been to your career advancement? (Table 3A) 
Q: Have you or are you currently working in your dream job? A dream job is your ideal role at your ideal 
place of business (this could include self employment, as well). (Table 3A) 
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TABLE 3B - Y=Dream Job 
 
 
Q: Have you or are you currently working in your dream job? A dream job is your ideal role at your ideal 
place of business (this could include self employment, as well). [Answer: Yes] (Table 3B) 
Q: Please list the top factors (up to 7) that make or made this role your dream job. (Table 3B) 
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TABLE 3C N=Dream Job 
 
Q: Have you or are you currently working in your dream job? A dream job is your ideal role at your ideal 
place of business (this could include self employment, as well). [Answer: No] (Table 3C) 
Q: If you had to describe up to 7 factors that would make a future job your dream job, what would they 
be? (Table 3C) 
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APPENDIX II 
 
TABLE 4A (Y=SUCCESS) 
	  
Q: What three elements most contributed to you obtaining your success? (Table 4A) [ANSWER=Y] 
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TABLE 4B N/I=SUCCESS 
 
Q: What three elements do you believe would most contribute to you obtaining your success? (Table 
4B) [ANSWER = N/I] 
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TABLE 4C-1 – Success Evaluative Criteria – Junior 
 
Q: What are your top 3 standards for how you personally measure your professional success? (Table 
4C-1, Junior respondents only) 
Q: What are your top 3 standards for how you believe others in your agency creative department 
measure your professional success? (4C-1, Junior respondents only) 
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TABLE 4C-2 – Success Evaluative Criteria – Mid-level 
 
Q: What are your top 3 standards for how you personally measure your professional success? (Table 
4C-2, Mid-level respondents only) 
Q: What are your top 3 standards for how you believe others in your agency creative department 
measure your professional success? (4C-2, Mid-level respondents only) 
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TABLE 4C-3 – Success Evaluative Criteria – Senior 
 
Q: What are your top 3 standards for how you personally measure your professional success? (Table 
4C-3, Senior respondents only) 
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Q: What are your top 3 standards for how you believe others in your agency creative department 
measure your professional success? (4C-3, Senior respondents only) 
 
 
TABLE 4C-4 – Success Evaluative Criteria – Leadership 
 
Q: What are your top 3 standards for how you personally measure your professional success? (Table 
4C-4, Leadership respondents only) 
Q: What are your top 3 standards for how you believe others in your agency creative department 
measure your professional success? (4C-4, Leadership respondents only) 
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APPENDIX III 
 
TABLE 5A 
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APPENDIX IV 
IN-DEPTH INTERVIEWS DISCUSSION GUIDE 
BACKGROUND 
Tell me about your experience to date. How did you get into this field? Where have you worked, for 
how long? What types of clients and accounts have you worked on? 
TEAM DYNAMIC 
• Think about the last 5 projects you worked on at an agency. How did you and the rest of your 
teams work together? What type(s) of team dynamics were your favorite? Do those favored 
dynamics align with how you might define better work? 
ENVIRONMENT - GENERAL 
• Tell me about what gets you going everyday to come into the agency.  What gets you really 
excited? What helps you feel comfortable and happy? Are the elements necessary for those 
three feelings the same or different?  
WORTH VALIDATION 
• Let’s talk about success. For you, what does success in your career mean? What does it look 
like for you? How do you know when you’ve achieved success? How do others know you are 
successful? 
• How do you measure your worth in a creative department? What things do you consider? How 
is this tied to compensation?  
• Throughout your career, how has your impression of your worth compared to other’s 
impression of your worth? When did they align, when did they not? Can you give me some 
examples?  When there was a gap, why do you think that happened? 
CREATIVE NORMS 
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• Throughout your agency experience, were there different definitions of what it meant for work 
to be “creative?” How did that align with your definition of what it means to be creative? How 
did the creative norms influence your work or how you might define your success? 
ENVIRONMENT – GROWTH 
• Think back to your first few years in the business. What were your bosses or supervisors like? 
How did you work with them? Was it a good experience? A poor experience? Why or why not?  
• Did you have mentors? Who were they? What types of advice did they give you at the time? 
Was it helpful? How did it shape who you are today, and where you are in your career? 
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APPENDIX V 
Survey Questionnaire (All questions listed, does not account for skip logic) 
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